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Growth concerns remained prominent in markets this week as economic data printed
below expectations. However, unlike in previous weeks, these concerns failed to spark a
broad risk-off move in markets. In our view, this was largely due to the fact that
expectations of the Fed’s hiking cycle this year have moderated in tandem with the
incoming data, aided by dovish comments from Atlanta Fed President Raphael Bostic
who raised the prospect of a pause in the Fed hiking cycle at September’s meeting. The
14bps reduction in the year-end implied fed funds rate released pressure on risk assets,
most notably equities. This week, US and European equity indexes notched their largest
weekly rally since mid-March as global equity funds saw their biggest inflows in 10
weeks. The more constructive cross-asset backdrop resulted in sustained depreciation in
the dollar throughout the week.

Next week, the Bank of Canada is set to continue its rapid hiking cycle 
with another 50bp rate hike.

Idiosyncratic developments still played a part in G10 FX, however. Of which, the most
noteworthy came in the euro-area. A blog post by ECB President Lagarde on Monday
explicitly stated that the consensus among the Governing Council was to raise interest
rates out of negative territory by the end of Q3. This compounded hawkish eurozone rate
expectations and coupled with an improvement in cross-asset market conditions, the
commentary from ECB policymakers that day helped the euro rally over a percentage
point to levels just shy of 1.07. In doing so, the EURUSD rally quelled the debate over
parity in the near-term. We highlighted this exit route for EURUSD in our May 16th Week
Ahead. Outside of the euro-area, concerns over Chinese growth weighed in Antipodean
currencies in the middle part of the week. However, expectations of more hawkish
monetary policy, especially after the RBNZ’s 50bp hike and steeper projected rate path,
and an improvement in market risk conditions soon turned the tide for AUD and NZD.
Meanwhile, in the UK, a stark slowdown in service sector activity increased concerns that
the BoE would struggle to raise rates amid a weak consumer backdrop. Most of these
concerns were reflected in GBP, however, as swap market pricing for year-end Bank Rate
held firm above 2.1-2.25% range. Meanwhile, Chancellor Sunak’s £15bn support package
for households in October failed to have a direct impact on market pricing.

With no monetary policy report and press conference accompanying the announcement,
focus will rest on Deputy Governor Beuadry’s economic progress report on Thursday for
forward guidance. In terms of economic data, China’s PMIs for May will likely bounce
from April’s lows but will continue to show the economic hardship caused by the zero
Covid policy, while May’s US Nonfarms data could further cool Fed expectations should it
show a further narrowing of the labour supply-demand mismatch.

https://www.monexeurope.com/wp-content/uploads/Monex-Europe-FX-Week-Ahead-16th-20th-May-2022.pdf
https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/uk-service-sector-activity-starts-to-feel-the-pinch-as-consumers-tighten-their-belts/
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Dollar loses steam as US economic data starts to underwhelm 

Calendar (all times BST)

Monday – 30/05

07:00 Sweden Q1 GDP QoQ (prev 1.1%) and YoY (prev 5.2%)

08:00 Spain preliminary CPI for May MoM (prev -0.2%) and YoY (prev 8.3%)

10:00 Eurozone confidence indices for May 
Economic (est 104.8, prev 105.0)
Industrial (est 7.8, prev 7.9)
Services (est 14.0, prev 13.5)
Consumer final (prev -21.1)

13:30 Germany preliminary CPI for May MoM (est 0.5%, prev 0.8%) and YoY (est 7.5%, 
prev 7.4%)

Tuesday – 31/05

00:01 UK Lloyds business barometer for May (prev 33)

00:30 Japan jobless rate for April (est 2.6%, prev 2.6%)

00:50 Japan Retail Sales MoM (est 0.9%, prev 1.7%) and YoY (est 2.6%, prev 0.7%)

02:00 New Zealand ANZ outlooks for May 
Activity (prev 8)
Business confidence (prev -42.0)

02:30 China PMIs for May
Composite (prev 42.7)
Manufacturing (est 49.0, prev 47.4)
Non-manufacturing (est 45.0, prev 41.9)
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07:45 France preliminary CPI for May MoM (prev 0.4%), and YoY (prev 4.8%)
France final Q1 GDP QoQ (est 0.0%, prev 0.0%) and YoY (prev 5.3%)

08:00 Turkey GDP for Q1 QoQ (prev 1.5%) and YoY (est 7.5%, prev 9.1%)

08:55 Germany unemployment change for May (est -15k, prev -13k) and rate (est 5.0%, 
prev 5.0%)

09:30 UK consumer credit for April YoY (prev 5.2%) and mortgage approvals (prev
70.7k)

10:00 Eurozone CPI for May MoM (est 0.4%, prev 0.6%) and YoY (est 7.7%, prev 7.5%)
Italy preliminary CPI EU harmonized for May MoM (prev 0.4%) and YoY (prev
6.3%)

11:00 Riksbank Governor Ingves speaks on inflation target policy

13:00 Hungary central bank rate decision (est 5.9%, prev 5.4%)

13:30 Canada Q1 GDP annualized (est 5.5%, prev 6.7%)
Canada March GDP MoM (est 0.5%, prev 1.1%) and YoY (prev 4.5%)

14:00 US FHFA house price index for March (est 2.0%, prev 2.1%)

Wednesday – 01/06

00:00 Australia final S&P manufacturing PMI for May (prev 55.3)

00:01 UK BRC shop price index for May YoY (prev 2.7%)

01:00 Australia CoreLogic house price index for May MooM (prev 0.3%)

02:30 Australia Q1 GDP QoQ (est 0.6%, prev 3.4%) and YoY (est 2.9%, prev 4.2%) 

02:45 China Caixin manufacturing PMI for May (est 49.5, prev 46.0)

07:00 UK Nationwide house price index for May MoM (prev 0.3%) and YoY (prev 12.1%)

08:55 Germany final manufacturing PMI for May (est 54.7, prev 54.7)

09:30 UK final manufacturing PMI for May (prev 54.6)

10:00 Eurozone unemployment rate (est 6.7%, prev 6.8%)

12:00 US MBA mortgage applications for week ending May 27th (prev -1.2%)

14:45 US final manufacturing PMI for May (est 57.5, prev 57.5)

15:00 Bank of Canada rate decision (est 1.5%, prev 1.0%)  - see below
US ISM data for May
Manufacturing (est 55.0, prev 55.4)
Prices paid (est 80.0, prev 84.6)
New orders (prev 53.5)
Employment (prev 50.9)

16:30 ECB’s Chief Economist Philip Lane speaks in Paris

19:00 US beige book 
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Thursday – 02/06

07:30 Switzerland CPI for May MoM (est 0.3%, prev 0.4%) and YoY (est 2.6%, prev 2.5%)

11:00 Riksbank’s Jansson speaks on rising interest rates

13:00 Brazil Q1 GDP QoQ (prev 0.5%) and YoY (prev 1.6%)

13:15 US ADP employment change for May (est 295k, prev 247k)

15:00 US factory orders for April (est 0.7%, prev 1.8%)

16:00 Bank of Canada Deputy Governor Paul Beaudry gives an economic progress 
report

00:00 Australia final PMIs for May 
Composite (prev 53.5)
Services (prev 53.0)

Friday – 03/06

01:30 Japan final PMIs for May
Composite (prev 51.4)
Services (prev 51.7)

08:00 Turkey CPI for May MoM (prev 7.25%) and YoY (est 72.6%, prev 69.97%)

08:50 France final PMIs for May
Composite (prev 57.1)
Services (est 58.4, prev 58.4)

08:55 Germany final PMIs for May
Composite (est 54.6, prev 54.6)
Services (est 56.3, prev 56.3)

13:30 US Nonfarm payrolls for May – see below
Change in nonfarm payrolls (est 325k, prev 428k)
Unemployment rate (est 3.5%, prev 3.6%)
Average hourly earnings MoM (est 0.4%, prev 0.3%) and YoY (est 5.2%, prev 5.5%)
Participation rate (est 62.3%, prev 62.2%)

14:00 Brazil S&P composite PMI for May (prev 58.5) and Services (prev 60.6)

Public holiday in the UK

Public holiday in the UK
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Death, taxes, and 50 basis points from the Bank of Canada
The only certainties in life are death and taxes, or so the idiom goes. We think that a 50
basis point hike from the Bank of Canada on June 1 may as well be the next addition to
the list, given the clear signal from BoC communications and latest economic data. The
high probability of such a policy move is reflected in economist estimates. Only one
economist out of 24 polled by Bloomberg did not expect the BoC to raise rates by 50bp
next week, opting instead for 25bps. This consensus has firmed since Governor Tiff
Macklem essentially telegraphed his intentions to hike another 50bps last month when
speaking to Parliament. Meanwhile, since the Bank’s April meeting, both headline and the
composite core measure of inflation have continued to track higher. If the Bank meets
expectations, that would be its third consecutive rate hike and second 50bp move this
cycle, bringing the policy rate to 1.5%

While the data could justify even quicker tightening, this scenario has been scratched off
by analysts after Macklem verbally downplayed the likelihood of a 75bp hike when he
stated his preference for another 50bp move. While testifying to the House of Commons’
Standing Committee on Finance on April 25, Macklem said, “Looking ahead to our next
decisions, I expect we will be considering taking another 50 basis point step.” With
respect to an even larger hike, he said, “I’m not going to rule out other options but
anything bigger than 50 basis points would be very unusual.”

At 1.5%, the Bank of Canada will be making headway towards its estimated neutral range
of 2-3%—a nominal level for the policy rate where monetary policy is neither
accommodative nor restrictive. This is undoubtedly warranted by inflation conditions
alone. Headline inflation currently sits at a 30-year high of 6.8%, and although most of the
inflation overshoot can be explained by exogenous supply-side developments, recent
data has shown signs of growing domestic inflation pressures that warrant further
tightening of policy. In April, the BoC’s core-common index, which looks to summarize the
underlying inflation rate in the economy and was thus the Bank’s preferred core measure
during the onset of the pandemic, rose above 3% for the first time since September 1991.
The rationale for the Bank’s 50bp hike back in April was that the Canadian economy was
“moving into excess demand.” With the inflation data released after the meeting
continuing to rise and surprising consensus forecasts to the upside, the economy has
likely shifted further into excess demand territory. For that reason, our interest rate
expectations have risen at the margin.

Aside from inflation, the main factors the Bank identified to justify its 
previous decision were Canada’s “strong” growth, “tight” labour markets, 
“strengthening” consumer spending, and an expectation that “strong” 

foreign demand and “high” commodity prices would shore up exports and 
business investment. 

The Bank also noted that it expected the housing market, which has seen a dramatic run-
up in prices since mid-2020, to cool from currently elevated levels.

As we alluded to earlier, since the Bank’s last decision on April 13, the economic data has 
mostly bolstered the case for tighter rates. Based on a mix of confirmed and preliminary 
data from Statistics Canada, we calculate that both GDP growth and inflation were
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stronger than the Bank’s expectations. In Q1, inflation was 0.2 percentage points above
the Bank’s projections at 5.8% YoY in Q1, while real GDP was approximately stronger at
4.0% YoY and 5.6% QoQ annualized vs 2.8% and 3% projected. Regarding the labour
market, a the Bank tends to discuss relevant developments in detail in its monetary
policy report, although it offers no forecast of the unemployment rate nor any other
summary measure. That said, unemployment has ticked down every month since the
start of the year, a strong signal from an already strong labour market. In April, the
unemployment rate was 5.2%, the lowest on record, down from 6.5% in January. Survey
data from Indeed, a major job search site, offers further evidence that Canada’s labour
market grows ever hotter: 54% of surveyed Canadian job seekers are confident they
could find a job within the next month. That’s up from 47% in January, and as with the
unemployment rate, the results of the Indeed survey similarly display increased labour
market strength in every single month this calendar year.

Looking to the future, an important question for the Bank of Canada is how the Canadian
housing market will evolve. The Bank would likely welcome some cooling in housing as it
would help in their battle to reduce inflation, and in fact, housing is the only component of
the domestic economy that the Bank expects to be a drag on growth, forecasting –0.5
and –0.2pp contributions to real GDP in 2022 and 2023. There are two key channels
through which diminished froth in the housing market could help the BoC achieve its
inflation objective. First, given the huge increase in home prices—new housing sold at a
21% higher price in April compared to January 2020—a house price correction would feed
directly into the shelter component of CPI. Second, given that the most expensive asset
that most Canadians own is their home, the negative wealth effect of a real estate
slowdown should induce lower consumer confidence, spilling into weaker aggregate
demand and broadly reducing consumer price inflation.

Housing market cool-off could become a problem in H2 of this year

Canada’s overheated housing market has already started to reverse course
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There’s a limit to how much of a decline the Bank is willing to tolerate, however, as the
downside risks include higher mortgage default rates and potentially even tipping the
economy into a housing-led recession. With housing being the most interest rate-
sensitive component of the real economy, it tends to consistently lead the business
cycle. At present, the start of a new trend seems to have already begun. Home sales
posted a broad-based 12.6% MoM decline in April, the second month of lower sales, while
home prices began to slightly dip in April (–0.6%). Given that households’ leverage ratios
remain far higher than in most previous BoC tightening cycles and that the prevalence of
variable rate mortgages is trending upward, we maintain the view from our April CAD
outlook that the BoC will take a more cautious stance on rates as it gets closer to the
neutral range in order to assess the transmission of its previous policy decisions. Barring
any sharp economic downturn, which could plausibly come via the housing market, the
BoC is likely to gradually tighten policy further and potentially enter a restrictive stance.

We expect fewer rate hikes from the BoC this year relative to Bloomberg survey 
estimates

Our base case forecast for the Bank of Canada’s policy rate over the remainder of 2022 is
for 50bps in June as we previously mentioned, followed by a reversion to 25bp
increments. In our CAD outlook we argued that the Bank would then pause at two of four
meetings in the second half of the year to assess the effects of policy tightening. That
would bring the policy rate to 2% by the end of the year, which is the bottom of the Bank’s
neutral band and falls two hikes short of consensus estimates. Given that inflation and
growth have surprised to the upside since that report was published, we now think the
risk of a 50bp move in July is higher, and that further upside surprises will reduce the
likelihood of a pause by the BoC. However, market pricing, in our view, still expects far
too much policy tightening from major central banks this year, and that’s no different for
the Bank of Canada.

https://www.monexeurope.com/wp-content/uploads/Monex-Europe-USDCAD-Update-May-2022.pdf
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On Wednesday, we expect little forward guidance aside from a re-iteration in the rate
statement that “the Governing Council judges that interest rates will need to rise further.”
Comments like these are merely directional in nature and unfortunately provide no clues
as to the terminal rate that top BoC officials currently have in mind. Some near-term
guidance may be alluded to by Deputy Governor Beaudry on Thursday when he gives
the economic progress report. Even then, commentary on the forward-looking path for
the BoC is likely to be limited as the Bank has no incentive to reduce its optionality in this
difficult-to-navigate and highly volatile macroeconomic environment. Given the broad
consensus for Wednesday’s policy move and the likelihood that forward guidance will be
limited, we don’t expect the BoC’s policy decision in itself to prompt too much market
volatility.

Payrolls may still induce market volatility despite Fed policy stuck 
in autopilot 
In the eyes of markets, near-term Fed policy is arguably on autopilot to the bottom end of
the Fed’s neutral range after Chair Powell and other Fed officials recently spoke out in
favour of two back-to-back 50bp hikes at the June and July meetings. While that would
normally reduce the impact of incoming economic data, this is unlikely to be the case for
Friday’s Nonfarm payrolls data as markets have shown appetite to reprice their
expectations not only of the Fed’s terminal rate, but also the path to it. Over the past two
weeks, where housing market and PMI data have printed below expectations, swap
markets have not only brought forward their peak in the Federal funds rate by a month
but have also lowered it by around 15bps. This repricing of the Fed’s policy path has
coincided with the downturn in the broad dollar. With speculation now rife that the Fed
could pause its hiking cycle as early as September following comments by Atlanta Fed
President Raphael Bostic earlier this week and a string of softer economic activity data,
signs that the mismatch in labour demand and supply is starting to ease in May’s payrolls
could extend the argument for a slower and more cautious hiking profile from the Fed.

In and of itself, slowing employment growth isn’t enough to force the Fed to think twice 
about rate hikes from September onward, especially as the increase in net employment 
naturally slows when the unemployment rate reaches record lows. Instead, the drop in 
the net employment figure will have to coincide with either a cooling in average hourly 
earnings or an increase in the participation rate back towards pre-pandemic levels for 
markets to infer that the labour market isn’t as tight as previously assumed. If this is the 
case, the early argument for a pause in the Fed’s hiking cycle will likely ensue. However, 
the repricing is unlikely to be substantial as there remains another three payrolls reports.

Consensus expectations currently sit at 325k for May’s payrolls figure. Not 
only would this be a marked slowdown in job growth from April’s reading of 

428k, but it would also signal a dramatic shift lower in the pace of hiring 
from the Q1 average of 549k. 

https://www.atlantafed.org/about/atlantafed/officers/executive_office/bostic-raphael
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before September’s meeting. Conversely, if Friday’s payrolls report shows labour
demand still substantially exceeds supply, part of the recent dovish repricing in US rates
markets may be reversed.
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Markets are now pricing an earlier and a lower peak Fed funds rate than just two 
weeks ago


